Goldfinger First Edition Inscribed Fleming Ian
a 1960’s miscellany of recently acquired inexpensive editions - first edition, pp. 255, crown 8vo,
original pale grey boards, backstrip gilt lettered, ... his kind letter and returns his books inscribed, expressing
an interest in ‘doing a piece on collecting movie memorabilia’, etc. ... credits include goldfinger and the spy
who came in from the cold. gorey’s illustrations no. 86 no. 81 - bowwindows - inscribed 1. allingham,
william. ... first edition. 8vo. xvi, 221, (3) pp. publisher’s blindstamped blue cloth, the inscription “from the
publishers by direction of the author” to the head of the title page. 9 wood cut plates, 7 designed by arthur
hughes, the others by dante gabriel rossetti and john antiques and collectors' items - cloud object
storage - antiques and collectors' items saturday 23 august 2014 14:00 michael bowman chudleigh town hall
market way ... inscribed 'tokyo' dated 1904/05, another depicting fields ... cape second impression of first
edition 1960, in dust jacket, free download ==>> hadji murad a short novel - the first rule of pricing
ebooks is to never underprice. determine the highest price your viewers can afford, after which should you find
your ebook isn?t selling, you may at all times cut back the price. earlier than you are taking that step, make
sure you are selling your hadji murad a short novel full download modern firsts 8-21 children’s books
30-33 the presidents 40-41 - first edition of the author's masterpiece. at the end of the 1970's this book
was voted by the editors of the new york times book review to be not only the best book published in the last
ten years but the book most likely to still be read one hundred years from then. octavo, original illustrated
wrappers. inscribed and dated "del amigo" by valuable book group, llc specialists in rare and ... - put on
a first edition. given the value of the books, there is a big incentive to do this, so be cautious. a true first
edition dust jacket has a price of 15s (15 shillings).iv goldfinger was reprinted many, many times by several
different publishers in both hard and softcover editions. the first american edition was published by macmillan
in ... holiday gift guide - files.ctctcdn - bleday & company, inc., 1974. first edition. king’s first published
novel, set in the then-future year of 1979 and revolving around a shy high school girl who uses her newly
discovered telekinetic powers to exact revenge on those who torment her. inscribed by king on a prefatory
blank leaf: “for eric- with all best, stephen king 10/12/79.” new york bookfair - jonkers - first edition dorian
gray is notably unable to withstand much handling. ... inscribed on the front endpaper, “to clare / who washes
my books behind the ears! / ian 1955.” ... ian goldfinger cape, 1959. first edition. signed by fleming on the
front endpaper. a near fine copy in a near fine dustwrapper.
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